Chevy silverado bug shield

An E-Gift card is the fastest way to send a gift card amount immediately to your recipient's
email address provided below. The recipient will receive an email upon your order completion
with the information you provided along with an active gift card number for the amount chosen
that they can use for future purchases on WeatherTech. Made from aerospace-grade acrylic, it
is virtually indestructible and extremely scratch resistant. Attaches easily to most SUVs, trucks,
minivans or cars using either a 3M brand automotive adhesive tape or fasteners that use
existing holes in your Chevrolet Silverado 's hood. No drilling is required. A beautiful and
protective addition to any vehicle. WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our products will be
free from any defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original purchaser and
only for the original vehicle they were installed in. That does not mean that a product that
simply and naturally wears out from normal use is a candidate for a warranty replacement or a
refund. Like tires, brake pads or the shoes on your feet, everything wears out and when it does,
that does not mean you did not receive good value for your money. We are reasonable people
and we believe in true customer satisfaction. We will work with you for a fair resolution to any
issue you may have. Fair is defined as being fair to both you the customer and to WeatherTech.
We do not charge extra for our products to our vast majority of customers so we can
accommodate ridiculous warranty claims by the few. Our decision is final and will consist of
either replacement of your product at no charge or charge you a prorated amount for a
replacement, meaning we may extend a discount to you to purchase an exact replacement. Our
goal is to keep our customers happy for a lifetime and always reach a fair resolution to any
issue. Proof of purchase is required. Exclusions to this warranty include wear due to severe
abrasive conditions, chemical contamination, such as spilled gasoline, bleach, vehicle
accidents, misuse, abuse, incorrect installation, incorrect use, etc. When properly installed, you
can safely enter a car wash. Am I doing something wrong? These features often need to be
adjusted in order for the hood to close properly. In some cases, the hood might just need to be
pushed down to latch properly. Be sure to follow the installation instructions carefully as
completing the steps out of order can lead to similar issues. The Stone and Bug Deflector uses
a special automotive adhesive that does not remove, scratch, or fade paint. Continue Shopping.
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Page 7 Page Page 16 Page Next. Aeroskin's flush mount design fits the hood contours perfectly
providing the best leading edge hood View More. Shop all product. The off-the-hood design
allows for easy cleaning and waxing. Bugflector II are custom-molded, Aeroskin's flush mount
design fits the hood contours perfectly providing the best leading edge Out of stock. The lowest
profile side window deflectors on the market are available in The Hoodflector helps to prevent
damage from road debris. It installs quickly and easily due to the custom applications for
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traditional hood width design that improves the look of your vehicle and protects Manufactured
from OEM-quality chrome plating our hood protectors offer the best protection against Body
Type. Bed Type. Fleetside Less. For more information go to How to Take Care of Your Chevrolet
Silverado Bug Shield When travelling on the highway at your cruising speed, it is inevitable that
you encounter flying insects smashing into your hood. These bugs leave unwanted traces of
their bodies in colorful residues of sorts. Unless you want an artsy canvass of bug carcasses
on your hood, you ought to find a shield to take the splatters before they reach the gloss
coating of your hood. This is where the Chevrolet Silverado bug shield comes to play. This
piece of plastic fitted on the tip of your hood is the first one to take the flak of insects. But of
course, you will not let all the slime accumulate on the bug shield over time unless you are
creating another piece of artwork for your collection. We can agree that you should give your
bug shield regular attention and care to prolong its life. Here are some tips on how to show your
tender loving care to this piece of truck accessory. Read along. If you can't afford to wash your
truck once a week, you can at least wipe off insect residues that stick on the bug shield during
your weekends. These insect residues can sometimes have chemical reactions on the material
of your panel leaving nasty marks on it. At worst, the mark becomes very obvious and ruins the
aesthetic appeal of the panel. Using water for cleaning any panel of your vehicle's exterior is
standard. Directing a steady stream of clean water loosens dirt and grime attached to the
surface. With a certain amount of pressure, it can already remove some foreign bodies sticking.
After rinsing the bug shield with water, you can continue getting rid of dirt by using a sponge
soaked in a car shampoo mixture. Scrub the plastic panel with soaked sponge until the residues
are eliminated. After, rinse again with clean water then dry with a chamois. Bugs, bugs, and
more bugs. There is no escape from these little creatures. It gets worse when they end up
splattered all over your truck when you are driving down the freeway. Whether we like it or not,
the miniature road kill does happenâ€¦ and sometimes, very frequently. Despite the tragic fate of
the bugs, your truck can also suffer from unfortunate outcome due to bug residue sticking to
the surface of your panels. Splattered bugs on vehicle surfaces are known to cause chemical
reactions that can damage the finish of the paint. We can reduce this kind of occurrence by
installing accessories like the Chevrolet Silverado bug shield. Here are a few tips for installing a
bug shield to your truck. Tip 1: Cracked areas on your old bug shield may be a sign that it needs
to be replaced. Your old bug shield has already aged due to long-term exposure to elements.
This can lead to cracks, scratches, discoloration, and distortion. If these symptoms are already
manifesting on your bug shield, you might want to consider getting a replacement. Tip 2: Pick
the bug shield specifically designed for the year model and trim of your Silverado. There is a
wide variety of bug shields available in the market. When picking one for your truck, always
make sure that it is specifically designed for the year, model, and trim of your Silverado. Truck
hoods have different lines as trucks evolve into newer models. Tip 3: Make sure to clean the
surface of the hood before mounting the new bug shield. Before you mount your replacement
bug shield, make sure that the hood is clean and dry. This ensures that the panel will be
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